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Abstract—This paper proposes a framework for designing
robust precoders for a multi-input single-output (MISO) system
that performs integrated sensing and communication (ISAC)
across multiple cells and users. We use Cramer-Rao-Bound
(CRB) to measure the sensing performance and derive its
expressions for two multi-cell scenarios, namely coordinated
beamforming (CBF) and coordinated multi-point (CoMP). In
the CBF scheme, a BS shares channel state information (CSI)
and estimates target parameters using monostatic sensing. In
contrast, a BS in the CoMP scheme shares the CSI and data,
allowing bistatic sensing through inter-cell reflection. We consider
both block-level (BL) and symbol-level (SL) precoding schemes
for both the multi-cell scenarios that are robust to channel
state estimation errors. The formulated optimization problems to
minimize the CRB in estimating the parameters of a target and
maximize the minimum communication signal-to-interference-
plus-noise-ratio (SINR) while satisfying a given total transmit
power budget are non-convex. We tackle the non-convexity using
a combination of semidefinite relaxation (SDR) and alternating
optimization (AO) techniques. Simulations suggest that neglecting
the inter-cell reflection and communication links degrades the
performance of an ISAC system. The CoMP scenario employing
SL precoding performs the best, whereas the BL precoding
applied in the CBF scenario produces relatively high estimation
error for a given minimum SINR value.

Index Terms—ISAC, Precoder, Cramer-Rao bound, CoMP,
CBF.

I. INTRODUCTION

Integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) has been
identified as an enabler for next-generation wireless networks
to augment communication services with sensing for emerging
applications spanning connected vehicles, remote healthcare,
smart homes, and more [1], [2]. The availability of large
bandwidth, multiple antennas, and dense deployment of 5G-
Advanced and 6G networks enable high-resolution radio sens-
ing capability [3]. ISAC has been recognized as one of the
key enablers for 6G by the standardization bodies such as
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the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [4] [5]. Having sensing
and communication capabilities mutually benefits both sys-
tems: sensing can be used by the communication system to
understand the environment better and enhance, for instance,
interference management and beamforming, whereas the con-
nected network infrastructure enables coordinated sensing at
an unprecedented scale.

Numerous works have considered designing optimal trans-
mit waveforms/precoders to improve a single-cell ISAC sys-
tem’s sensing and communication performance [6]–[20]. How-
ever, the dense deployment of next-generation small-cell BSs
causes the signals transmitted from a BS to its users to affect
the sensing and communication performance of neighboring
BSs. When the BSs use the same time and frequency resources
to serve users, a user experiences intra-cell interference by
the signals intended for other users in the same cell and
inter-cell interference (ICI) due to co-channel signal leakage
from the neighboring BSs, reducing the received SINR. The
work in [21] discusses various resource allocation schemes
and precoder designs to improve the received SINR for a
communication-only multi-cell system by suppressing inter-
ference. However, for ISAC, in addition to this, inter-cell
reflections (ICR) will be received by a BS from its target due to
the signal transmitted from the neighboring BSs. The received
power through ICR can degrade target parameter estimation if
the BS is unaware of the data transmitted from the neighboring
BS. This emphasizes the need for coordination among BSs to
effectively manage inter-cell communication and sensing links.

The ISAC BSs can coordinate at different levels through
coordinated beamforming (CBF) and coordinated multipoint
(CoMP) schemes, similar to the communication-only multi-
cell system. In an ISAC CBF scheme, a single BS serves
a disjoint set of users and estimates its target’s parameters
through mono-static sensing. Here, the signal power received
through the inter-cell links negatively affects the sensing
and communication performances. Hence, each BS selects a
transmit strategy jointly with other BSs to minimize the ICI
and ICR using the globally shared CSI obtained from the users
via feedback channels and ICR direction information shared
among neighboring BSs. Conversely, a user is served by all
the BSs in an ISAC CoMP scenario, thereby improving the
received communication SINR at the user. Since the CoMP
scheme shares the user data to be transmitted and the CSI
globally among the BSs through a high bandwidth backhaul
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network, the additional power received through ICR and
ICI links enhances estimation accuracy and communication
SINR at the expense of increased coordination overhead. In
particular, ICR enables bistatic sensing.

Each of these multi-cell scenarios can employ either of two
existing precoding strategies that differ in how they deal with
the co-channel interference experienced by a user: a) block-
level precoding (BLP) [21] and b) symbol-level precoding
(SLP) [22]. Conventional precoding, also called BLP, designs
precoders for a set of users to transmit a given block of
symbols. It treats the interference experienced by a user as a
harmful element, whereas constructive interference (CI)-based
precoding, also called SLP, uses the signal power received
through the instantaneous interference to aid the received
communication SINR. The SLP technique exploits knowledge
of both CSI and downlink data to be transmitted at the BS
to ensure the received symbol at a user falls within the con-
structive region of the signal constellation [23]. Considering
the SLP in the CoMP scheme, each BS can utilize both the
intra-cell and inter-cell interference to enhance the received
signal power. Conversely, the SLP in the CBF scheme can only
utilize the intra-cell interference due to the non-availability of
the user data from the neighboring BSs. The design of the
optimal precoders for both coordination schemes depends on
the available CSI at the BSs and the users. In practice, CSI
is prone to errors necessitating that the designed precoders
exhibit robustness to potential CSI uncertainties.

Multi-cell ISAC setups with various combinations of CBF
and CoMP schemes have been considered in [24]–[33]. The
work in [24] and [25] consider orthogonal transmission among
BSs, whereas [26] uses an additional BS as the receiver to
enable bi-static sensing and hence does not consider the inter-
cell interference links. [27] considers a multi-static scenario
where one BS transmits signals to one vehicle and the echoes
are captured by several other BSs for sensing purposes. [28]
and [29] consider ComP to serve a set of users, while the
sensing model considers reflection from unwanted targets as
interference. The study in [30] considers CoMP mode to serve
a set of users while detecting a target. Here, the transmitter
employs distinct sensing and communication signals, allowing
for modeling the interference between them. The authors of
[31] model multi-cell ISAC interference considering 3 BSs
operating in CBF mode where the users are considered as
targets. [32] models the inter-user and inter-subsystem inter-
ference. In [33], the BSs serve the users in the CBF mode
and neglect the inter-cell reflection links. The work in [26],
[28]–[30] consider BLP design to achieve various objectives
spanning minimizing energy consumption [28], beampattern
mismatch error [29] or total transmit power [30] to maximizing
the minimum communication SINR [26] subject to radar and
or communication constraints. [31] employs a collaborative
SLP to mitigate mutual interference in a 3-cell ISAC system
and minimize the total transmit power.

A. Main Contributions and Paper Organization
The existing multi-cell ISAC works consider no uncertainty

in CSI. Moreover, the work in [24]–[33] employ either orthog-
onal schemes or CoMP for serving the users, and the sensing

model follows the properties of CBF in which the reflections
from other targets are considered interference. The proposed
sensing models do not capture the property that the reflections
from other targets can aid or degrade the sensing depending
on the coordination level among the BSs. Furthermore, the
sensing performance is quantified using radar SINR value.
Explicit optimization of estimation performance metrics has
not been considered in [24]–[33]. We considered this aspect
in our previous work [34] while deriving the CRB expression
for estimating the azimuth angle of a target in a multi-cell
ISAC setup. Subsequently, this expression is utilized to design
block-level precoders that optimize a weighted combination
of sensing and communication metrics without considering
channel state uncertainty. It is important to note that the
derived CRB expression becomes invalid when dealing with
scenarios involving more than one unknown parameter per
target or multiple targets per cell. Recall that the precoding
design should be robust to CSI uncertainties. The work in
[35] designed robust symbol-level precoders for a multi-cell
communication system that minimizes the total transmission
power without considering the sensing capability. Even though
the problem formulations in the aforementioned works con-
sider multi-cell ISAC scenarios, a relative system performance
analysis under different levels of coordination amongst BSs
spanning from CBF to CoMP in the presence of channel state
estimation error has not been investigated. To the best of our
knowledge, explicit optimization of a weighted combination of
the estimation error and communication performance metrics
under CSI uncertainty has not been considered in the context
of a multi-cell ISAC network. Our main contributions are:

● We propose a robust precoder design framework to min-
imize the target parameter estimation error variance and
maximize the minimum communication SINR experi-
enced by a user in a multi-cell multi-user MIMO ISAC
system under CSI uncertainty.

● We consider two multi-cell scenarios, CBF and CoMP,
and extend the corresponding CRB expressions in [34]
to multiple parameters (location and complex amplitudes)
per target. The important distinction between the two
cooperation modes in terms of sensing is that in the
CRB, the adjacent BSs’ signals act as interference to the
monostatic sensing of the serving BS, while in CoMP,
the same signals can be used as an additional source of
bi-static sensing.

● The derived CRB expressions are then utilized to for-
mulate optimization problems that jointly minimize the
CRB value and maximize the minimum communication
SINR value subject to a total transmit power budget.
The formulations consider block-level and symbol-level
precoding techniques for the CBF and CoMP scenarios.

● We solve all the non-convex optimization problems using
a combination of the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) and
alternating optimization (AO) methods.

● Finally, we compare the sensing and communication per-
formances of all the considered precoder design schemes
through simulations.

The remaining content of the paper is organized as follows:
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Fig. 1: System setup.

in Section II, we explain the system model and derive the
CRB expressions for the CBF and CoMP multi-cell scenarios.
Section III and Section IV discuss the block-level and symbol-
level robust precoding schemes for the considered multi-cell
scenarios. Finally, in Section VI, we present our main findings
through numerical evaluation, and the paper is concluded in
Section VII.

Notations: Matrices, vectors, and scalars are denoted by
bold uppercase, lowercase, and normal font letters, respec-
tively. We use tr(), ()T, ()H, and ()∗ to represent trace
operation, transpose, Hermitian transpose, and the complex
conjugate of the matrices or vectors. The real and imaginary
parts of x are represented as xR and xI, respectively, and
∥∥ denotes the l2 norm. We represent an N ×N null matrix
and an N × N identity matrix as 0N and IN , respectively.
Additionally, 0⃗N denotes an N × 1 null vector.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a multi-cell multi-input single-output (MISO)
ISAC system with J cells and K single-antenna users per cell.
In addition to the users, each cell has a target and a BS with a
uniform linear array (ULA) of Ntx transmit antennas spaced
at λ/2 distance, where λ is the wavelength. The BS is also
equipped with a λ/2-spaced receive ULA of Nrx elements
for sensing and isolated from the transmit antenna elements.
Moreover, the BSs are interconnected through optical cables
to synchronize and exchange information. Furthermore, one
of the BSs acts as the central node where the precoder
design is assumed to occur. The obtained solutions are then
communicated to the respective BSs through the optical cables.

A. Communication Model and Performance Metric

For the communication service, we aim to maximize the
minimum SINR value experienced by a user in a cell. Recall
that the corresponding SINR expressions vary depending on
the BSs’ coordination level (CBF or CoMP) and precoding
mode, BLP or SLP, and are detailed in the following. The
proposed algorithm requires the channel state information
(CSI) to be available at the BS and the users. We consider the
system operating in time division duplexing (TDD) mode so
that the downlink CSI can be derived from the uplink channel

observations based on the received uplink sounding reference
signal (SRS) transmitted by the users. Additionally, each user
employs a simple equalizer for the composite channel hTw,
where h is the communication channel from the serving BS
and w is the precoding vector.

1) Coordinated Beamforming: Let Umk represent the kth

user of the mth cell. In practice, the CSI is imperfectly known
at the BS. Let the CSI uncertainty be limited within the
spherical set Emk = {emk ∶ ∥emk∥2 ≤ δ2}. Then, the actual
CSI, h̃n,mk, from the nth BS to Umk is the sum of the
observed CSI, denoted as {hn,mk}, and emk:

h̃n,mk = hn,mk + emk, ∀Umk. (1)

Let the mth BS transmits the symbol matrix Xm =
[xm1,xm2, ...,xmL] = WmSm ∈ CNtx×L, where Wm =
[wm1,wm2, ...,wmK] ∀ m ∈ {1,2, .., J} are the dual-
functional beamforming matrices to be designed, with L > Ntx

being the length of the radar pulse/ communication frame.
Here, Sm ∈ CK×L is the orthogonal data stream transmitted to
K users of the mth BS: (1/L)SmSH

m = IK . Then the received
signal at Umk is expressed as

yC
mk = h̃T

m,mkXm +
J

∑
n≠m

h̃T
n,mkXn + zCmk, (2)

where zCmk ∈ C1×L is an AWGN noise vector with variance
of each entry being σ2

C. Since no data is shared among the
BSs in CBF mode, the first term in the RHS of (2) contains
the useful signal and intra-cell interference from the users
of the same cell, whereas the second term represents the
inter-cell interference from the neighboring cells. In a multi-
carrier system, for example, based on orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM), the input–output model (2)
could describe one of the subcarriers.

2) Coordinated Multipoint: Since the BSs share the user
data and the CSI in the CoMP mode, the J ⋅ K users in
the multi-cell ISAC system can be considered to be served
by a virtual single-cell BS with N = J ⋅ Ntx antennas. In
this scenario, the precoder design occurs at a designated base
station serving as the central node. The resulting precoder
matrices are then shared with the respective base stations
through optical cables. Let Uk for k ∈ {1,2, .., J ⋅K} represent
the kth user of the virtual single-cell system. Note that Uk for
k ∈ {K ⋅ (m − 1) + 1,K ⋅ i + 2, . . . ,K ⋅m} represents K users
the mth BS. Let h̃k ∈ CN×1 be the actual channel vector from
all the BSs to Uk represented as

h̃k = hk + ek, (3)

where ek ∈ Ek = {ek ∶ ∥ek∥2 ≤ Jδ2}. The received signal at
Uk is expressed as

yC
k = h̃T

kX + zCk , (4)

where X = [X1;X2, ...;XJ] ∈ CN×L is the concatenated
symbol matrix available at each BS and zCk ∈ C1×L is an
AWGN noise vector with variance of each entry being σ2

C.
Since the intra-cell and inter-cell interference are differently
treated by BLP and SLP, we will give the corresponding SINR
expressions in the respective sections.
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B. Sensing Model and Performance Metric

As shown in Fig. 1, the BSs transmit simultaneously, and
each BS receives its echo signal and multiple echo signals
from the neighboring BSs due to ICR; we consider the
dominant path among the ICR paths and the signal power
received through the weaker paths is included in the noise
term. Hence, the resulting echo signal received by the mth

BS from its target is given as

YI
m =GmmXm +

J

∑
n≠m

GnmXn

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ICR

+ZR
m, (5)

where Gnm = αnmammvT
nm ∀m,n = {1,2, .., J} ≡ J , is the

target response matrix at the mth BS due to the transmission
from the nth BS in which amm and vnm are the array response
vectors in the directions at the angle-of-arrival θmm and the
angle of departure θnm, respectively. Here, αnm represents
the complex amplitude of the received signal due to pathloss
and the radar cross section of the target and ZR

m ∈ CNrx×L

is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with the
variance of each entry being σ2

R. Equation (5) assumes that all
the neighboring BSs have a LoS link to the mth BS’s target.
The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) of (5) is the mono-
static intra-cell reflection due to the signal vector from the
same BS, whereas the second term represents ICR due to the
signals from the remaining BSs. Note that when J = 1, (5)
reduces to the sensing model proposed in [11]. Furthermore,
the transmit antennas at the BS are conventionally down-tilted,
resulting in negligible BS-BS interference received through the
side lobes of the transmit beampattern [36], and hence in (5),
we neglect the direct interference link between the BSs.

1) Sensing Performance Metric: We assume the target
parameter estimation happens locally in the CBF and CoMP
modes. Consequently, each BS needs to estimate three param-
eters of its target: ζm = {θmm, α

R
mm, α

I
mm} ≡ {ζml}. The

sensing process aims to estimate the target parameters using
the received echo signal samples YI

m. We aim to minimize
the variance of the error in the parameter estimation. For an
unbiased estimator, the error variance is lower bounded by the
CRB given by the inverse of the Fisher information matrix
(FIM). Here, the FIM will be a 3 × 3 matrix 1 given by [37],

Fm,∗ = 2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

F11Rm,∗ F12Rm,∗ −F12Im,∗
F12Rm,∗ F22Rm,∗ −F22Im,∗
−F12Im,∗ −F22Im,∗ F22Rm,∗

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6)

where

Flpm,∗ = tr(
dµH

m,∗
dζml

C−1m,∗
dµm,∗
dζmp

) ∀m; l, p ∈ {1,2};p >= l.

(7)

Equation (7) is derived from the observation that the received
echo signal at the mth BS is a multi-variate Gaussian random
variable with mean µm,∗ and covariance matrix Cm,∗. The
entries of the µm,∗ and Cm,∗ depend on whether the BSs are

1The extension to multiple targets and multiple parameters can be done
using (10) of [37].

operating in the CBF or the CoMP mode, whose correspond-
ing expressions are derived in the following propositions by
extending the CRB derivation in [37] to a multi-cell ISAC
scenario. Additionally, when ζm = {θmm}, (7) represents the
Fisher information value derived in [34].

2) Coordinated Beamforming for Mono-Static Sensing: In
the case of CBF, ICR acts as an interference term to the
serving BS’s mono-static sensing. Accordingly, the CRB can
be calculated as below.

Proposition 1. The following equalities hold for the mth BS
in CBF mode with ȧmm and v̇mm being the derivatives of
amm and vmm with respect to θmm:

1

Lα2
mm

F11m,cbf = ȧHmmC−1m,cbf ȧmm ⋅ vH
mmR∗Xm

vmm

+ ȧHmmC−1m,cbfamm ⋅ vH
mmR∗Xm

v̇mm

+ aHmmC−1m,cbf ȧmm ⋅ v̇H
mmR∗Xm

vmm

+ aHmmC−1m,cbfamm ⋅ v̇H
mmR∗Xm

v̇mm (8)
1

Lαmm
F12m,cbf = ȧHmmC−1m,cbfamm ⋅ vH

mmR∗Xm
vmm

+ aHmmC−1m,cbfamm ⋅ v̇H
mmR∗Xm

vmm (9)
1

L
F22m,cbf = aHmmC−1m,cbfamm ⋅ vH

mmR∗Xm
vmm (10)

where,

Cm,cbf = L
J

∑
n≠m

GnmWnW
H
n GH

nm + σ2
RINr , (11)

where RXm = 1
L
XmXH

m = WmWH
m = ∑K

k=1wmkw
H
mk =

∑K
k=1Wmk.

Proof. In CBF, as no data is shared between the BSs, the mth

BS knows only the data symbol matrix Xm. Therefore, from
(5), µm,cbf =GmmXm and Xn act as interference. Using the
definitions of Gmm, we have

dµm,cbf

dθmm
= (αmmȧmmvT

mm + αmmammv̇T
mm)Xm, (12)

dµm,cbf

dαR
mm

= ammvT
mmXm. (13)

We get (8)-(10) using (12) and (13) and the cyclic property of
the trace operation: tr(ABC) = tr(BCA) in (8).

3) Coordinated Multipoint Enabling Bi-Static Sensing: In
the case of CoMP, ICR becomes useful as an additional source
of bi-static sensing, in addition to the serving BS’s mono-static
sensing. Accordingly, the CRB can be calculated as below.

Proposition 2. For the mth BS configured in CoMP mode,
the following equalities hold:

F11m,comp = Lα2
m,mȧHmmC−1m,cmpȧmm ⋅ v

′H

mmDmR∗XDH
mv

′

mm

+Lα2
mmȧHmmC−1m,cmpamm ⋅ v

′H

mmDmR∗XDH
mv̇

′

mm

+Lα2
mmaHmmC−1m,cmpȧmm ⋅ v̇

′H

mmDmR∗XDH
mv

′

mm

+Lα2
mmaHmmC−1m,cmpamm ⋅ v̇

′H

mmDmR∗XDH
mv̇

′

mm
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+LαmmȧHmmC−1m,cmpȧmm ⋅
J

∑
n≠m

αnmv
′H

nmDnR
∗
XDH

mv
′

mm

+LαmmaHmmC−1m,cmpȧmm ⋅
J

∑
n≠m

αnmv
′H

nmDnR
∗
XDH

mv̇
′

mm

+LαmmȧHmmC−1m,cmpȧmm ⋅
J

∑
n≠m

αnmv
′H

mmDmR∗XDH
n v

′

nm

+LαmmȧHmmC−1m,cmpamm ⋅
J

∑
n≠m

αnmv̇
′H

mmDmR∗XDH
n v

′

nm

+LαmmȧHmmC−1m,cmpȧmm ⋅
J

∑
n≠m

J

∑
n≠m

αnmv
′H

nmDnR
∗
XDH

n v
′

nm,

(14)

F12m,comp = LαmmȧHmmC−1m,cmpamm ⋅ v
′H

mmDmR∗XDH
mv

′

mm

+LαmmaHmmC−1m,cmpamm ⋅ v̇
′H

mmDmR∗XDH
mv

′

mm

+LȧHmmC−1m,cmpamm ⋅
J

∑
n≠m

αnmv
′H

nmDnR
∗
XDH

mv
′

mm (15)

F22m,comp = LaHmmC−1m,cmpamm ⋅ v
′H

mmDmR∗XDH
mv

′

mm

(16)

where Dm = diag(0Ntx , .., INtx , ..,0Ntx) ∈ CN×N ; v
′

mm =
{0⃗Ntx , ..,vmm, .., 0⃗Ntx} ∈ CN×1.

Proof. Since each BS knows the transmitted symbol matrix of
the other BSs, the ICR of (5) aids the target’s angle estimation
in a bi-static manner. Consequently, the received echo at the
mth BS is a multi-variate Gaussian random variable with
mean µm,cmp =G

′

mmDmX+∑J
n≠mG

′

nmDnX where G
′

nm =
αnmammv

′T

nm and the covariance matrix Cm,cmp = σ2
RINrx .

Hence,

dµm,cmp

dθmm
= αmm [ȧmmv

′T

mm + ammv̇
′T

mm]DmX

+
J

∑
n≠m

αnmȧmmv
′T

nmDnX, (17)

dµm,cmp

dαR
mm

= [ammv
′T

mm]DmX. (18)

Equations (14)- (16) are obtained using (17) and (18) and the
cyclic property of the trace operation in (8).

The corresponding Fisher Information matrices, Fm,cbf and
Fm,comp, are obtained using (8)-(10) and (14)- (16) in (6). The
following problem formulations assume knowledge of target
locations and ICR directions: θnm ∀m,n ∈ 1,2, .., J . This
is quite a typical assumption in the radar literature and can
be interpreted as optimizing the precoders towards a specific
direction of interest [37].

III. ROBUST BLOCK LEVEL PRECODING

The BLP constrains the co-channel interference experienced
by a user so that the received symbol is within a certain dis-
tance from the nominal constellation symbol. In this section,
we explain the BLP design framework for CBF and CoMP
BS coordination schemes.

A. BLP: Coordinated Beamforming

We take a worst-case approach for the transmit precoding
design to guarantee the resulting solution is robust to all
possible channel uncertainties within Emk. Hence, in the
CBF mode, for the mth BS, we aim to solve the following
optimization problem:

(P1) ∶maximize
{wmk}

ρ

NFblp
R,cbf

−t1m,cbf +
(1 − ρ)
NFblp

C,cbf

γ,

s.t. [Fm,cbf I∶l
IT∶l tlm,cbf

] ⪰ 0 ∀l ∈ {1,2,3} ∀m (19a)

vT
mn

K

∑
k

wmkw
H
mkv

∗
mn ≤ Pleak, ∀n (19b)

min
emk

(γmk) ≥ γ ∀Umk, (19c)

K

∑
k=1

tr (wmkw
H
mk) ≤ Pt, ∀m (19d)

where

γmk =
∣h̃T

m,mkwmk ∣2

∑K
l≠k ∣h̃T

m,mkwml∣2
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

InCImk

+∑J
n≠m∑K

l=1 ∣h̃T
n,mkwnl∣2

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ICIn,mk

+σ2
C

,

(20)

is the received SINR at Umk obtained using (2). The objective
function of (P1) is the weighted sum of two components:
minimizing the CRB in estimating the target’s angle and
maximizing the minimum SINR value among the users of
the mth cell. The weighting factor, ρ ∈ [0,1], determines the
balance between the communication and sensing performance
matrices. The normalization factors NFblp

R,cbf and NFblp
C,cbf are

determined by solving (P1) for ρ = 1 and ρ = 0, respectively.
Using (19a), we limit the lth diagonal of F−1m,cbf to be
less than or equal to tlm,cbf using the Schur complement:
tlm,cbf − IT∶lF

−1
m,cbfI∶l >= 0, where I∶l is the lth column of

an identity matrix. Equation (19b) restricts the power leaked
towards the nth BS’s target to be less than or equal to
Pleak. Ideally, we want Pleak to be zero in the CBF scenario;
however, it is not feasible if a user is located at θmn direction.
Moreover, (19c) is the SINR constraint derived from (2),
whereas (19d) is the total power constraint with Pt being
the total available power at the BS. Problem (P1) is difficult
to solve because of (a) the infinite possibilities of emk in
(19c), (b) the non-convex multiplication between γ and the
interference terms in (19c) and (c) the non-convex form of
Cm,cbf in (19a).

We tackle the infinite possibilities of emk by representing it
as the ratio of the minimum of the numerator to the maximum
of the denominator:

min
emk

(∣h̃T
m,mkwmk ∣2)

max
emk

(InCImk +∑J
n≠m ICIn,mk + σ2

C)
≥ γ. (21)

The minimum value of the numerator and the maximum
value of the denominator of (21) can be determined using
Proposition 3.
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Proposition 3. For a given CSI uncertainty set Emk = {emk ∶
∥emk∥2 ≤ δ2}, the following equalities hold for any Umk.

min
emk

∣h̃T
m,mkwmk ∣2 = tr (Qm,mkWmk) , (22)

max
emk

(∣h̃T
m,mkwmk ∣2) = tr (Qm,mkWmk) + δ2tr (Wmk)

+ δ∥hT
m,mkWmk∥ + δ∥Wmkh

∗
m,mk∥,

(23)

where Qm,mk = h∗m,mkh
T
m,mk and Wmk =wmkw

H
mk.

Proof. Let,

∣h̃T
m,mkwmk ∣2 = tr (Q̃m,mkWmk) (24)

= tr (h̃∗m,mkh̃
T
m,mkWmk) (25)

= tr (h̃T
m,mkWmkh̃

∗
m,mk) (26)

= tr ((hT
m,mk + eTmk)Wmk (h∗m,mk + e∗mk)) (27)

= tr (hT
m,mkWmkh

∗
m,mk) + tr (hT

m,mkWmke
∗
mk)

+ tr (eTmkWmkh
∗
m,mk) + tr (eTmkWmke

∗
mk) . (28)

Now,

max
∥emk∥2≤δ2

tr (Q̃m,mkWmk) = tr (Qm,mkWmk)

+ ∥hT
m,mkWmke

∗
mk∥ + ∥eTmkWmkh

∗
m,mk∥

+ tr (e∗mke
T
mkWmk) (29)

≤ tr (Qm,mkWmk) + δ∥hT
m,mkWmk∥

+ δ∥Wmkh
∗
m,mk∥ + tr (e∗mke

T
mk) tr (Wmk)

≤ tr (Qm,mkWmk) + δ∥hT
m,mkWmk∥

+ δ∥Wmkh
∗
m,mk∥ + δ2tr (Wmk) . (30)

Here, (30) is derived from (29) using Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality. The minimum value of the numerator is obtained
by substituting δ = 0 in (30).

Consequently,

max
emk

(InCImk) =
K

∑
l≠k

tr (Qm,mkWml) + δ∥hT
m,mkWml∥

+ δ∥Wmlh
∗
m,mk∥ + δ2tr (Wml) (31)

max
emk

(ICIn,mk) =
K

∑
l=1

tr (Qn,mkWnl) + δ∥hT
n,mkWnl∥

+ δ∥Wnlh
∗
n,mk∥ + δ2tr (Wnl) (32)

The non-convex multiplication between γ and the interference
terms in (19c) is addressed by representing (19c) through a
set of intra-cell and inter-cell leakage constraints (33)-(35):

max
emk

(InCImk) ≤ I intram,cbf , ∀Umk (33)

max
enk

(ICIm,nk) ≤
I intercbf

J − 1 ∀Unk n ≠m (34)

tr (Qm,mkWmk) − γ(I intram,cbf + I intercbf ) ≥ γσ2
C ∀Umk. (35)

Equation (33) limits the intracell interference to any user
served by mth BS to be less than I intram,cbf . The left-hand-side
(LHS) of (34) gives the maximum ICI from mth BS to Unk.

The constraint (34) satisfied by all the BSs restricts the ICI to
any user in the system to I intercbf . Note that for given I intram,cbf and
I intercbf values, the constraints (33)-(35) become convex. Lastly,
for a given {Wnk}, Cm,cbf can be estimated using (11),
which makes the entries of Fm,cbf of (19a), an affine function
function of RXm = ∑K

k Wmk. Hence, we solve (P1) by
solving the following two optimization problems alternatively:

(P1.A) ∶maximize
{Wmk}

ρ

NFblp
R,cbf

−t1m,cbf +
(1 − ρ)
NFblp

C,cbf

γ,

s.t.vT
mn

K

∑
k

Wmkv
∗
mn ≤ Pleak, ∀n, (36a)

K

∑
k=1

tr (Wmk) ≤ Pt, (36b)

rank(Wmk) = 1; Wmk ⪰ 0, (36c)
(19a), (33) − (35). (36d)

(P1.B) ∶ minimize
{Wmk}

Pleak

Pmax
leak

+
I intram,cbf

I intramax

+
I interm,cbf

(J − 1)I intermax

,

s.t. [Fm,cbf I∶l
IT∶l t∗lm,cbf

] ⪰ 0 ∀l ∈ {1,2,3} ∀m, (37a)

tr (Qm,mkWmk) − γ∗ (I intram,cbf + I intercbf ) ≥ γ∗σ2
R,
(37b)

max
enk

(ICIm,nk) ≤
I interm,cbf

J − 1 ; I interm,cbf ≤ I intercbf (37c)

(36a), (36b), (33), (36c), (37d)

The first problem, (P1.A), minimizes the CRB and maxi-
mizes the minimum communication SINR for a given {Wnk}
∀n ≠ m ∈ J , Pleak, I intram,cbf , and I intercbf values. Equations
(36a) and (36b) are the equivalent representation of (19b)
and (19d), respectively. Using the solution of (P1.1.A): γ∗,
and t∗1m,cbf , (P1.B) minimizes the leakage power towards the
neighboring BSs’ targets and users while guaranteeing given
sensing and communication performance through (37a) and
(37b). Here, Pmax

leak , I intramax and I intramax represent the maximum
tolerable leakage power, intra-cell and inter-cell interference
values, respectively. Omitting the rank constraint, (P1.A) and
(P1.B) are convex optimization problems solved using MAT-
LAB’s CVX solver [38]. The overall procedure is given in
Algorithm 1. We can obtain wmk from Wmk using Eigenvalue
decomposition technique if the rank of Wmk > 1 [17].

B. BLP: Coordinated Multi-point

The corresponding optimization problem in the CoMP sce-
nario can be formulated as,

(P2) ∶maximize
{Wk}

−fρ
NFblp

R,comp

+ (1 − ρ)γ
NFblp

C,comp

,

s.t. [Fm,comp I∶l
IT∶l tlm,comp

] ⪰ 0 ∀l ∈ {1,2,3} ∀m (38a)

t1m,comp ≤ f, ∀m, (38b)
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min
ek

⎛
⎝

∣h̃T
kwk ∣2

∑JK
l≠k ∣h̃T

kwl∣2 + σ2
C

⎞
⎠

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
γk

≥ γ, ∀k, (38c)

K

∑
k=1

tr (Dmwkw
H
k DH

m) ≤ Pt,∀m. (38d)

The objective function of (P2) is the weighted combination
of minimizing the maximum CRB (f ) and maximizing the
minimum SINR (γ) values. Using (38a), we limit the lth

diagonal of F−1m,comp to be less than or equal to tlm,comp

using the Schur complement. In (38b), f is defined as the
maximum CRB for estimating θmm. Equation (38c) is the
minimum SINR constraint written using (4) whereas (38d)
is the per-BS power constraint. The constants NFblp

R,comp and
NFblp

C,comp are the corresponding maximum values of f and
γ obtained by setting ρ = 1 and ρ = 0, respectively. Here,
wk = [w1k;w2k;...;wJk

]CN×1 represents the precoding vectors
for user k from all the BSs stacked vertically. Problem (P2) is
non-convex due to the infinite possibilities of ek and the non-
convex SINR constraint (38c). Similar to the CBF case, we
tackle the infinite possibilities of ek by adapting Proposition
3 to the CoMP case. Using Proposition 3, we have

min
ek

∣h̃T
kwk ∣2 = tr (QkWk) , (39)

max
ek

(∣h̃T
kwl∣2) = tr (QkWl) + Jδ2tr (Wl)

+
√
Jδ∥hT

kWl∥ +
√
Jδ∥Wlh

∗
k∥, (40)

where Qk = hkh
H
k ∈ CN×N , Wk = wkw

H
k ∈ CN×N ,

and RX = ∑2K
k=1Wk. Then, (38c) is reformulated into the

following pair of constraints.

tr (QkWk) − γIcomp ≥ γσ2
C, (41)

JK

∑
l≠k

max
ek

(∣h̃T
kwl∣2) ≤ Icomp. (42)

Equation (42) limits the total interference experienced by any
user to be less than Icomp. For a given Icomp value, (41)
and (42) become convex constraints. Hence, we solve (P2)
by solving the (P2.A) and (P2.B) alternately.

(P2.A) ∶maximize
{Wk}

−fρ
NFblp

R,comp

+ (1 − ρ)γ
NFblp

C,comp

,

s.t.
K

∑
k=1

tr (DmWkD
H
m) ≤ Pt, (43a)

Wk ⪰ 0∀k, rank(Wk) = 1. (43b)
(38a), (38b), (41), (42) (43c)

(P2.B) ∶ minimize
{Wk}

Icomp,

s.t. [Fm,comp I∶l
IT∶l t∗lm,comp

] ⪰ 0 ∀l ∈ {1,2,3} ∀m

(44a)

t1m,comp ≤ f∗, ∀m, (44b)

tr (QkWk) − γ∗Icomp ≥ γσ2
C ∀k, (44c)

(42), (43a), (43b), . (44d)

Problem (P2.A) maximizes the objective function of (P2)
for a given maximum value of the co-channel interference
Icomp. Equation (43a) is the equivalent representation of (38d).
Problem (P2.B) minimizes the co-channel interference while
guaranteeing a maximum CRB f∗ and minimum SINR γ∗

through (44a)-(44c). Dropping the rank constraints, (P2.A)
and (P2.B) are convex optimization problems. Algorithm 1
summarizes the robust block-level precoder design procedure.

Algorithm 1: Robust Block Level Precoder Design

1 Input: u, {hm,nk}, {hk}, {Gmn}, I intram,cbf ,
I intercbf ,{Wmk}, Pleak, Icomp;

2 while no convergence do
3 if BSs in CBF mode then
4 Determine Cm,cbf using {Wmk} in (11);
5 Solve (P1.1.A) for each BS to obtain γ∗ and

{t∗lm,cbf};
6 Solve (P1.1.B) to update I intram,cbf , I

inter
cbf ,Pleak,

{Wmk}: I intercbf =max ({I interm,cbf})
7 if BSs in CoMP mode then
8 Solve (P2.1.A) to obtain γ∗ and f∗;
9 Solve (P2.1.B) to update Icomp:

Icomp =max ({Im,comp})

10 Output:{Wm,k}, {Wk}.

Note that, for a given γ, ρ = 1, δ = 0 J = 1 setting, (P1), and
(P2) are equivalent to the BLP design formulation, Eq. (18), of
[11]. We verify the equivalence of the corresponding CRB ex-
pressions in Fig. 3. Certainly, our investigation into the multi-
cell version of the CRB minimization problem introduces
substantial differences in modeling. These distinctions make
it impractical to directly apply the solutions presented in [11].
Furthermore, when δ = 0, both (P1) and (P2) reduce to the
respective CBF and CoMP BLP design problems considered
in our previous work [34].

IV. ROBUST SYMBOL LEVEL PRECODING

In this section, we explain the SLP design framework for
CBF and CoMP BS coordination schemes.

A. Overview: SLP

The main idea involves leveraging co-channel interference
constructively to increase the received signal power. This is
achieved by instantaneously aligning the interfering signals
with the desired signal at each receive antenna, as shown in
Fig. 2. For a single-cell system, if the sth transmitted symbol
is M-PSK-modulated: dmks = dejϕmks , the received signal at
Umk can be represented as

yCmks = h̃T
m,mk

K

∑
l=1

wmldmls + zCmks,

= h̃T
m,mk

K

∑
l=1

wmle
j(ϕmls−ϕmks)dmks + zCmks,

= h̃T
m,mksxmsdmks + zCmks, (45)
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Fig. 2: SLP: the ⟨dmks rotated noiseless received signal
ŷmks = h̃T

m,mksxmsdmks should fall in the CI region of the
transmitted QPSK symbol dmks.

where h̃T
m,mks = h̃T

m,mke
j(−ϕmks) and xms =

∑K
l=1wmle

j(ϕmls) (for d = 1). Hence, from Fig. 2, the
condition for yC

mks lying in the CI region of dmks to achieve
a SINR of γ can be expressed as,

∣Im (ĥT
m,mksxms) ∣ ≤ (Re (h̃T

m,mksxms − σC
√
γ)) tanψ,

(46)

where, ψ = π/Mpsk. For a detailed discussion about SLP, we
refer the readers to [22] and [39].

B. SLP: Coordinated Beamforming
In the CBF case, the sth received symbol at Umk is obtained

by extending (45) to a multi-cell scenario as follows:

yCmks = h̃T
m,mksxmsdmks +

J

∑
n≠m

h̃T
n,mksxnsdnks + zCmks, (47)

where h̃T
n,mks = h̃T

n,mke
j(−ϕnks) and xns = ∑K

l=1wnle
j(ϕnls).

Since the data symbols are not shared among the BSs in
the CBF mode, the SLP design can only align the intra-cell
interference to enhance the received signal power, whereas
the inter-cell interference degrades the SINR value. Hence,
the SINR constraint is equivalently written as a CI constraint
given by (49a), where γ

′ =√γ.
The corresponding problem formulation using SLP is given

by

(P3) ∶ maximize
{xms},{RXms}

−t1m,cbf ρ

NFslp
R,cbf

+ (1 − ρ)γ
′

NFslp
C,cbf

,

s.t. [Fm,cbf I∶l
IT∶l tlm,cbf

] ⪰ 0 ∀l ∈ {1,2,3} ∀m (48a)

vT
mn

1

L

L

∑
s

RXmsv
∗
mn ≤ Pleak, ∀n, (48b)

1

L
tr(

L

∑
s=1

RXms) ≤ Pt, (48c)

[RXms xms

xH
ms 1

] ⪰ 0; RXms ; ⪰ 0∀s, (48d)

(49a). (48e)

The objective function of (P3) is the weighted combination
of minimizing the CRB and maximizing the minimum SINR
values. Note that, unlike the BLP design problem (P1),
the optimization variables in this context are the transmit
symbol vector xms and its covariance matrix Rxms . Addi-
tionally, the entries of Fm,cbf value is a function Rxm =
(1/L)∑L

s=1 xmsx
H
ms = (1/L)∑L

s=1Rxms . Similar to (P1),
NFslp

R,cbf and NFslp
C,cbf are determined by solving (P3) for

ρ = 1 and ρ = 0, respectively. Equation (48a) limits the
lth diagonal of F−1m,cbf to be less than or equal to tlm,cbf

using the Schur complement. Equations (48b) and (48c) are
the respective inter-cell power leakage and average power
constraints. Equation (48d) is the semi-definite relaxed (SDR)
representation of the relation between Rxms and xms using the
Schur complement. Solving (P3) poses challenges stemming
from (a) the infinite possibilities of emks in (49a), (b) the non-
convex multiplication between γ

′

and the interference terms
in (49a) and (c) the non-convex form of Cm,cbf in (48a).

To tackle (a) and (b), let h̃m,mks = h̃R
m,mks + jh̃I

m,mks =
hR
m,mks + jhI

m,mks + eRmks + jeImks, then

Im{h̃T
m,mksxms} = f̂Tm,mksx̂ms + êTmksx̂ms (50)

Re{h̃T
m,mksxms} = f̂Tm,mksx̂

′

ms + êTmksx̂
′

ms (51)

where f̂m,mks = [hR
m,mks;h

I
m,mks], êmks = [eRmks;e

I
mks],

x̂ms = [xI
ms;x

R
ms], and x̂

′

ms = [xR
ms;−xI

ms]. Then (49a)
can be equivalently expressed as (49b) and (49c). Taking the
maximum value of the LHS, the constraints are equal to,

f̂Tm,mksx̂ms − f̂Tm,mksx̂
′

mstanψ + γ
′
√
σ2
C + I

2inter
sl,cbf tanψ

+ δ∥x̂ms − x̂
′

mstanψ∥ ≤ 0, (52)

− f̂Tm,mksx̂ms − f̂Tm,mksx̂
′

mstanψ + γ
′
√
σ2
C + I

2inter
sl,cbf tanψ

+ δ∥x̂ms + x̂
′

mstanψ∥ ≤ 0, (53)

where I
2inter
sl,cbf is the maximum ICI that satisfies

max
∥enks∥2≤δ2

∥h̃T
m,nksxms∥2 ≤

I
2inter
sl,cbf

J − 1 . (54)

Note that the squared representation of ICI: I
2inter
sl,cbf , is to ensure

convexity for the constraints (52) and (53). Using Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, we have

(∥hT
m,nks + eTnks)xms∥2 ≤ (∥hT

m,nksxms∥ + ∥eTnksxms∥)
2

(55)

Hence, (54) is equivalently written as

∥hT
m,nksxms∥ + δ∥xms∥ ≤

I intersl,cbf√
J − 1

. (56)

Note that for a given I intersl,cbf , the constraints (52), (53), and (56)
that combined represent the SINR constraint are convex. Fi-
nally, given {RXn}, the estimation of Cm,cbf can be achieved
using (11). This makes the entries of Fm,cbf in (48a) an affine
function of RXm .
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max
∥emks∥2≤δ2

⎛
⎜
⎝
∣Im{h̃T

m,mksxms}∣ − (Re{h̃T
m,mksxms}) tanψ + γ

′
⎛
⎜
⎝

¿
ÁÁÀ(σ2

C +
J

∑
n≠m
∣h̃T

n,mksxns∣2)
⎞
⎟
⎠
tanψ

⎞
⎟
⎠
≤ 0∀k, s (49a)

max
∥emks∥2≤δ2

⎛
⎜
⎝
f̂Tm,mksx̂ms − f̂Tm,mksx̂

′

mstanψ + γ
′
⎛
⎜
⎝

¿
ÁÁÀ(σ2

C +
J

∑
n≠m
∣h̃T

n,mksxns∣2)
⎞
⎟
⎠
tanψ + êmks(x̂ms − x̂

′

mstanψ)
⎞
⎟
⎠
≤ 0 (49b)

max
∥emks∥2≤δ2

⎛
⎜
⎝
−f̂Tm,mksx̂ms − f̂Tm,mksx̂

′

mstanψ + γ
′
⎛
⎜
⎝

¿
ÁÁÀ(σ2

C +
J

∑
n≠m
∣h̃T

n,mksxns∣2)
⎞
⎟
⎠
tanψ + êmks(−x̂ms − x̂

′

mstanψ)
⎞
⎟
⎠
≤ 0 (49c)

Hence, we solve (P3) by solving the following two opti-
mization problems alternatively untill convergence:

(P3.A) ∶ maximize
{xms},{RXms}

−t1m,cbf ρ

NFslp
R,cbf

+ (1 − ρ)γ
′

NFslp
C,cbf

,

s.t.(48a) − (48d), (52), (53), (56); (57a)

(P3.B) ∶ minimize
{xms},{Rxms}

Pleak

Pmax
leak

+
I2interm,sl,cbf

Imax

s.t. [Fm,cbf I∶l
IT∶l t∗lm,cbf

] ⪰ 0 ∀l ∈ {1,2,3} ∀m, (58a)

f̂Tm,mksx̂ms − f̂Tm,mksx̂
′

mstanψ

+ γ
′∗
√
σ2
C + I

2inter
sl,cbf tanψ + δ∥x̂ms − x̂

′

mstanψ∥ ≤ 0
(58b)

− f̂Tm,mksx̂ms − f̂Tm,mksx̂
′

mstanψ

+ γ
′∗
√
σ2
C + I

2inter
sl,cbf tanψ + δ∥x̂ms + x̂

′

mstanψ∥ ≤ 0
(58c)

∥hT
m,nksxms∥ + δ∥xms∥ ≤

I interm,sl,cbf√
J − 1

, (58d)

I interm,sl,cbf <= I intersl,cbf , (48b) − (48d). (58e)

Problem (P3.A) maximizes the objective function of (P3) for
given I intersl,cbf and Pleak values. In (P3.B), we minimize the leak-
age power to the neighboring cells’ users while guaranteeing
given sensing (t∗lm,cbf ) and communication performance (γ

′∗

)
through (58a)-(58d). The value of the constant I intersl,cbf is given
by the maximum of {I interm,sl,cbf}. The corresponding precoder
design procedure is similar to Steps 8 and 9 of Algorithm 1.

C. SLP: Coordinated Multipoint

In the CoMP mode, the sth received symbol at Uk is given
by

yCks = h̃T
ksxsdks + zCks, (59)

where h̃T
ks = h̃T

k e
j(−ϕks) and xs = ∑JK

l=1 wle
j(ϕls). Since the

data is shared among the BSs, all the interfering signal power
can be aligned with the useful signal power. Hence, the SINR
constraint in the CoMP mode, derived from (52) and (53), can
be written as

f̂Tksx̂s − f̂Tksx̂
′

stanψ + γ
′

σCtanψ + δ∥x̂s − x̂
′

stanψ∥ ≤ 0, (60)

− f̂Tksx̂s − f̂Tksx̂
′

stanψ + γ
′

σCtanψ + δ∥x̂s + x̂
′

stanψ∥ ≤ 0,
(61)

where h̃T
ks = h̃R

ks + jh̃I
ks = hR

ks + jhI
ks + eRks + jeIks and

xs = ∑2K
l=1 wle

j(ϕls); f̂ks = [hR
ks;h

I
ks], êks = [eRks;eIks],

x̂s = [xI
s;x

R
s ], and x̂

′

s = [xR
s ;−xI

s]. The corresponding
optimization problem is formulated as,

(P4) ∶maximize
{xs},{Rxs}

−fρ
NFslp

R,comp

+ (1 − ρ)γ
′

NFslp
C,comp

,

[Fm,comp I∶l
IT∶l tlm,comp

] ⪰ 0 ∀l ∈ {1,2,3} ∀m (62a)

t1m,comp ≤ f, ∀m, (62b)

[RXs xs

xH
s 1

] ⪰ 0 ∀s RXs ⪰ 0, (62c)

1

L
tr(Dm

L

∑
s=1

RXsD
′

m) ≤ Pt, (62d)

(60), (61). (62e)

Problem (P4) maximizes the same objective as (P2). Here,
(62a), (62b), and (62c) are the same as (38a), (38b), and
(38d). The convex optimization problem (P4) can be solved
using Matlab’s CVX [38]. Due to the SDR in (P3.A) and
(P4): RXs ≥ xsx

H
s , the obtained objective values represent

the upper bound. Moreover, by setting ρ = 0, (P3) and (P4)
can be modified to the SLP design formulations, Eq. (16) and
Eq. (39), in [35] where the objective was to minimize the total
power subject to a minimum SINR constraint.

V. CONVERGENCE, COMPLEXITY, AND OVERHEAD
ANALYSIS

As explained in Sections III and IV, the robust precoders for
CBF-BLP, CoMP-BLP, and CBF-SLP are obtained using the
AO algorithm given in Algorithm 1. Recall the AO algorithm
employed alternates between optimizing precoders to maxi-
mize the weighted combination of sensing and communication
performance metrics under specified maximum interference
values, and minimizing communication and sensing interfer-
ence values while ensuring given sensing and communication
performance thresholds. The convergence of such an iterative
algorithm is proven in [40], and we also show it empirically
in Fig. 9.

The optimization problems that give the robust precoders:
(P1.1.A), (P1.1.B), (P2.1.A), (P2.1.B), (P3.A), (P3.B), and
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Fig. 3: RCRB Vs minimum SINR performance when
Ntx = 10, Nrx = 10, K = 3, δ = 0, Mpsk = 4. Single-cell

solutions in the proximity of additional BSs are sub-optimal,
motivating exploration of multi-cell ISAC setups.

(P4) are convex optimization problems obtained through SDR
technique which can be solved using Algorithm 1. Since
there is no closed-form expression for the iterative complexity
of SDP optimization, we give the time complexity of each
iteration of Algorithm 1 solved using interior point methods.
If V is the number of variables, and C is the number of
constraints, then the computational complexity in time is

Ct ∼ O(
√
V (CV 2 +C2.7 + V 2.7)log(1/ϵ)), (63)

a polynomial function of V and C with ϵ being the relative ac-
curacy [41]. Note that BLP optimizations ((P1.1.A), (P1.1.B),
(P2.1.A), (P2.1.B)) have low computational complexity com-
pared to the SLP optimization ((P3.A), (P3.B), and (P4)) since
the number of constraints of the later increases with the length
of the communication frame. However, the receiver complexity
at the user end in the SLP cases is low since it leverages
the co-channel interference constructively. Furthermore, the
complexity and overhead of SLP can be reduced by adopting
a block-level approach as proposed in [42].

The total overhead of sharing CSI, user data and ICR
direction amongst J BSs in CoMP mode is

OCoMP ∼ O(J(J − 1)(K(Jβh + βS) + βdir), (64)

where βh is the number of bits required to represent CSI from
a BS to a user, βS and βdir represent bits required to exchange
user’s data and an ICR direction. The overhead associated with
the CBF mode is

OCoMP ∼ O(J(J − 1)(K(Jβh) + βdir), (65)

and is relatively lower due to the non-exchange of user data
amongst BSs.

VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

We present our main findings through numerical evaluations
in this section. The simulation parameters are J = 2, K = 3,
Pt/σ2

C = Pt/σ2
R = 40 dB, Pmax

leak = 4πPt, and fc = 5.6 GHz. The
targets are located at θ11 = −50○, θ12 = 60○, θ22 = 50○, θ21 =
−60○.The communication channel gains are normalized such
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Fig. 4: Final beampattern for BS1, when γ = 40 dB,
Ntx = 16, Nrx = 6, K = 3, δ = 0, Mpsk = 4, Mpsk = 4.
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that the signal power received through an inter-cell link is
considered to be reduced by a factor of 3. αmm is selected
such that the received SNR of the intra-cell echo signal:
∣αmm∣2LPt/σ2

R = 1 [11], whereas ∣αnm∣2 = ∣αmm∣2/3. The
ratio of the maximum tolerable interference values to the noise
power is selected as 10 dB.

Fig. 3 shows the effect of neglecting the inter-cell links in
a multi-cell ISAC system that uses BLP. The plots between
the root CRB (RCRB) and the minimum SINR experienced
by a communication user are obtained by solving (P1.1.A),
neglecting the inter-cell links and assuming no CSI error.
Then, the obtained precoders are used to determine the actual
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Fig. 6: RCRB Vs. comm SINR threshold when, Ntx = 6,
Nrx = 6, K = 3, δ = 0.01, Mpsk = 4 .
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(a) BLP CoMP. (b) SLP CoMP. (c) BLP CBF. (d) SLP CBF.

Fig. 7: Probability distribution of observed minimum SINR for 100 different error vector realization, when γ = 30 dB
(CoMP),γ = 15 dB (CBF) Ntx = 16, Nrx = 6, δ = 0.01, Mpsk = 4.
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Fig. 9: Convergence of Algorithm 1 when γ = 10 dB,
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sensing versus communication performance trade-off. As seen
in the figure, the additional signal power received through the
inter-cell links can negatively affect both the sensing and the
communication performances. This motivates us to consider
a multi-cell ISAC setup since the single-cell solutions are
suboptimal when additional BSs are deployed in proximity.
Moreover, in a single-cell setup, the derived CRB expression
matches with that in [11].

Fig. 4 shows the final transmit beampattern obtained using
BLP applied to CBF and CoMP multi-cell scenarios. For better
analysis, we assume the users are in LoS with the BSs along
the directions marked in the figure. For the CBF scheme,
the power radiated towards the neighboring BSs’ users/targets
through the sensing and the communication links is low

compared to the CoMP scheme. This is because the inter-cell
links degrade the sensing and communication performances in
the CBF scheme due to the non-sharing of the user data among
the BSs. On the other hand, the CoMP scenario improves the
ISAC performance by radiating more power through the inter-
cell links, where it jointly serves the communication users
while offering bi-static sensing.

Fig. 5 shows the RCRB- γ trade-off for the considered
four scenarios: BLP-CBF, BLP-CoMP, SLP-CBF, and SLP-
CoMP, when the perfect knowledge of CSI is available at
the BSs (δ = 0). Recall that, in [34], we examined BLP-
CBF and BLP-CoMP under δ = 0. These solutions serve as
benchmarks against their SLP counterparts. In all the plots,
the sensing error performance remains relatively low in the
low γ regime since the BS can meet the communication
performance without sacrificing the power radiated towards the
target. As the communication performance demand increases,
the power radiated towards the target is reduced to meet the
demand, thereby negatively affecting the sensing performance.
As seen in the figure, the SLP technique outperforms the BLP
counterparts: in the CBF scenario, the SLP technique utilizes
the intra-cell interference constructively, thereby reducing the
power needed to achieve the minimum SINR compared to
the BLP technique, thus allowing the BS to radiate more
power towards its target to improve the sensing performance.
In the CoMP case, firstly, there is an improvement in the
sensing error due to the bi-static sensing. Moreover, the inter-
cell links are constructively utilized by the BLP technique to
outperform the BLP-CBF scheme; however, it still suffers from
the intra-cell interference while the SLP further improves the
ISAC performance utilizing both the intra-cell and inter-cell
interference. The slope of the plots changes as a function of the
coupling between the users and the target channel. Here, we
considered a weakly coupled scenario, whereas in a strongly
coupled scenario where a user is a target of interest, both the
sensing and communication performances can be improved in
the high minimum SINR regime.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of CSI uncertainty on the ISAC
performance; the trend remains the same as in Fig. 5. More-
over, the additional power set aside to incorporate the error in
the available CSI information decreases the sensing accuracy
and the range of achievable γ compared to the perfect CSI
available scenario. The high-SINR regime characterizes the
sensing performance achieved by precoder solutions primarily
designed for communication, similar to the approach explored
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in [35].
In Figs. 7a-7d, we show the robustness of the obtained

solution against the CSI error when δ = 0.01. The observed
minimum SINR’s probability distributions are obtained after
100 realizations of the error vector. As seen in the figure,
all the observed minimum SINR values are above the set
thresholds (15 dB for CBF and 30 dB for CoMP), which
shows that the minimum SINR constraint is satisfied under
worst-case scenarios.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of the number of transmitting
antennas on the sensing performance for a given minimum
communication SINR of 10 dB. The broader beamwidth
associated with a lower number of transmit antennas increases
the interference to the users demanding more power to achieve
the required SINR value. This causes a poorer sensing perfor-
mance than with more antennas at the transmitting end.

Fig. 9 shows the convergence of Algorithm 1 in terms
of the while-loop iterations required. The RCRB value de-
creases as the iteration progresses, reaching a steady value
in 2 iterations for the considered simulation parameters. The
choice of I intram,cbf , I

inter
cbf , Icomp plays an important role in the

convergence speed and the final RCRB value: a higher value
requires more number of iterations, whereas, a lower value
restricts the complete usage of the available power budget to
decrease the interference caused. This would result in a high
RCRB value, hence a high target parameter estimation error.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we considered robust precoding techniques
for coordinated beamforming (CBF) and coordinated multi-
point (CoMP) multi-cell scenarios of a multi-user multi-input-
single-output (MISO) integrated sensing and communication
(ISAC) networks. We derived the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB)
expressions of the considered multi-cell scenarios, whose
inverse gives the lower bound on the estimation error variance.
Using the derived expressions, we formulated precoder design
problems that minimize CRB and maximize the minimum
communication signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR)
subject to a total power constraint. The design considered
both the block-level and symbol-level precoding techniques,
and the non-convexity of the problems were tackled by a
combination of semidefinite relaxation (SDR) and alternating
optimization (AO) techniques. As the first work to consider
robust precoding techniques for a multi-cell ISAC system,
we initially investigated the effect of additional signal power
received through inter-cell links. As such, we deduced that if
not carefully considered, the inter-cell sensing and communi-
cation links reduce the sensing accuracy while decreasing the
received SINR. Among the considered multi-cell scenarios, the
CoMP performs well in terms of both sensing accuracy and
communication SINR, compared to the CBF scenario, since it
uses the leaked power from the neighboring BSs constructively
for bi-static sensing and for boosting the serving users’ SINRs.
Additionally, in both the multi-cell scenarios, the SLP solution
outperformed the BLP counterpart due to its ability to use the
co-channel interference constructively.
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